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Bissell proheat 2x owners manual

PROHEAT 2X® REVOLUTION™ PET PRO USER GUIDE 2066 SERIES Bissell Proheat 2x IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING A DEEP CLEANER. When using the appliance, follow basic precautions, including warnings To reduce the risk of fire,
electric shock or injury: Unplug it when not in use, and before cleaning, maintenance or maintenance of the appliance. This appliance may be used by children aged 8 years and older and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental abilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been
given supervision or guidance on the safe use of the device and understanding the dangers associated with it. Cleaning and user service should not be done by children unattended. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. If the power cord is damaged, it must be
replaced by a manufacturer, its service agent or qualified persons to avoid danger. Do not start the appliance through a power cord. Keep hair, flowing clothes, fingers and all parts of the body away from the holes and moving parts of the device and its accessories. Use only the type and quantity of liquids
specified in the Operations section of this manual. Do not leave the appliance when plugged in. Always connect to a properly grounding electrical outlet. Do not change the grounding of the plug. Do not allow to be used as a taika. Use only as described in the user guide. Use only the attachments
recommended by the manufacturer. Do not use with a damaged cord or plug. Do not immerse in water or liquid. Use only on surfaces motified by the cleaning process. If the device is not working properly, it has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors, or dumped in water; do not attempt to operate it and
repair it in an authorized service center. The liquid should not be directed toward the equipment containing electrical components. Do not pull or carry with the cord, use the cord as a handle, close the door on the cord or pull the cord around sharp edges or corners. Keep the cord away from heated
surfaces. Do not unplug the output by pulling the cord. To disconnect the plug from the power cord, not the power cord. Do not handle the plug or device with wet hands. Do not place any object in the holes. Do not use with any blocked hole; hold alder, lina, hair, and anything that can reduce the flow of
air. Before disabling all controls, turn off all controls. Use additional care when cleaning on the stairs. Do not use flamable or flamable liquids such as gasoline to pick up or use in places where they may be Do not pick up toxic material (chlorine bleach, ammonia, drain cleaner, etc.) Do not use the
appliance in an enclosed space filled with steamed oil paint, some of the substances that are moistened, flammable dust or other explosive or toxic vapors. Do not pick up hard or sharp objects such as glass, nails, screws, coins, etc. Store your device flat surface. Do not carry the device during use.
Unplug before attaching the turbobrush ™. Don't pick up anything that burns or smokes, such as cigarettes, matches or hot ash. If your device is equipped with an unaffordable BS 1363 plug, it cannot be used if a 13 amplifier fuse (BS 1362) is installed in the carrier contained in the plug. Spare parts can
be obtained from your BISSELL supplier. If for any reason the plug is cut off, it must be disposed of as it is a risk of electric shock if it is inserted into the wall socket. Don't give in to the rain. Store indoors. Always install float before any wet pickup operation. Plastic film can be dangerous. To avoid choking
hazards, stay away from children. Have a service performed by a qualified repair person using only identical spare parts. This ensures the safety of the product. KEEP THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR USE ONLY AT 220-240 VOLT A.C. 50-60 HZ. This model is for household use only.
INSTALLATION WARNING Do not connect a deep detergent until you are familiar with all instructions and procedures. Your deep cleaner comes in four easy-to-collect components and an accessory bag. • Base • Upper handle • Clean water tank • Carrying handle Thank you for buying BISSELL carpet
cleaner! We love cleaning up and we are excited to share with you one of our innovative products. We want to make sure your carpet cleaner works as well as it does today for years to come, so this guide has usage tips (pages 7-12), support (pages 13-17), and if there is a problem troubleshooting (page
18). In just a few simple build steps, you'll be ready for deep cleansing. Flip over to the quick start guide on page 3 and let's start! Packaging Contents Upper Handle1 Screw Attached to Upper HandleBacter dirty waterKler water tankCarri handleTrial dimensions BISSELL Formula (3)Accessory bag
&amp;amp; Hose Spot Tool2-in-1 Pat Upholstery ToolNozzle Clean Out Tool NOTE: Standard accessories may vary by model. To determine what should be included in your purchase, please refer to the list of Cardboard Contents located on the cardboard of the upper valve. Introduction to rear view
cleaning formulas Deep eye cleaner WARNING To reduce the risk of fire and electric shock due to damage to the internal component, use only BISSELL cleaning liquids intended for use with deep detergent. Keep a lot of genuine BISSELL formula at your fingerties so you can clean when it fits your
schedule. Always true BISSELL deep cleansing formulas. Non-BISSELL cleaning formulas can harm the machine and may void the warranty. 2X * CONCENTRATED FORMULAS CLEARING ONLY BISSELL Wash &amp; FORMULAS Protect protect against future spots using scotchgard™ Tread.
Scotchgard™ is a trademark of 3M®. *60 mL of concentrated formula 2X is equivalent to 120 ml of unconcentrated formula. Formula. Before cleaning carpets • If you clean the entire room, consider moving the furniture to another area. • Remove loose dirt and obstruction. • Pre-process stains using
BISSELL PreTreat to improve performance on hard spots and ground soil. Filling the reservoir for clean water: 2X Concentrated formula filling INSTRUCTION BISSELL 2X Concentrated formula DEEP CLEAN MODE Pouring water to the water pouring line, and then add 74 ml of formula. EXPRESS
CLEAN Fill the water to the water pouring line and then add 37ml of formula. NOTE: Pour hot (140°F/60°C MAX) tap water and add the appropriate BISSELL solution. DO NOT USE BOILING WATER. DO NOT HEAT THE WATER OR TANK IN THE MICROWAVE OVEN. Do not replace the BISSELL
cleaning formula with other household detergent products. NOTE: Not over wet carpet. Be careful not to run around loose objects or the edges of the carpet area. Stopping the brush may cause the belt to fail prematurely. Always use real BISSELL deep cleansing formulas. Non-BISSELL cleaning
solutions can harm the machine and may void the warranty. Carpet Cleaning Deep clean mode: Press the spray trigger to apply the solution, making 2 slow wet passages - 1 forward and 1 back. Let go of the trigger. Make 2 slow dry passages – 1 forward and 1 back to suck up the dirty solution. (Don't
hold the trigger for this step.) Express cleaning mode: Pull the spray trigger to apply the solution during 2 wet passages – 1 forward and 1 back. Let go of the trigger. Make 2 dry passages - 1 forward, 1 back to suck up the dirty solution. (Don't hold the trigger for this step.) NOTE: In express clean mode,
the dirty tank will not become as full as it is when cleaning in deep cleaning mode. NOTE: To prevent damage to berber carpets, avoid repeated strikes in the same area. Bare floor cleaning * Carpet cleaning area Important! Please check the manufacturer's label before cleaning the mats for any
specialized cleaning instructions. We do not recommend deep cleaning of delicate, silk, woolen, antique or area mats without the manufacturer's tag. Clean high-traffic carpets regularly in Express Clean mode: check the manufacturer's tag. Select Express Clean Mode.When cleaning the mats, place the
mat on the sealed surfaces to check for color speed in an inconspicuous area. Your detergent should not be used on undisclosed surfaces. Important: Keep the leg of the deep cleaner perpendicular to the edge of the mat with each detergent passing to prevent damage. Cleaning with a hose and tool
Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers and all parts of the body away from holes and moving parts. Brushroll continues to rotate when in an upright position. Brushroll continues to turn on while the handle is in an upright position. To avoid damaging carpeting, carpets, furniture and flooring, avoid tipping the



cleaner or installing it on furniture, fringe or carpet when using the tool. The brush remains on the cleaning with a hose and tool. Do not allow the cleaner to sit in one place for long periods of time, as it can cause damage to the floor. NOTE: If you are using the Deep Reach tool (selected models only) or
the Pet Painting Tool (model selection only), make sure that the tool needles are pressed against the carpet so that the spray is in carpet fibers. Cleaning cleanShot Completely cover the stain cleanShot® spray. Let the stain soak. In order to pull out, manoeuvre the machine's foot over the stain to clean
and remove. To view the full guide or download the full guide Click bellow Bissell-proheat-2x-revolution-manualLoad Questions about your guide ? Post in comments! 2Thank YouUSER'S GUIDE8920, 8930, 8960, 9200, 9300, 9400 SERIESSafety InstructionsProductorEducatorEducation
bypassManagementManage and careTroubleshootingRecordingRepicial partsConsummer services34-567-1617-1920242124AccessoriesWarranty2223E BISSarnell Awards! Register your product today! See details on the back page of Our Partners: Whether you have questions about the product, about
BISSELL, our history, or whether you just want to say hello, our customer service team is ready by email and phone to do everything you can to help you. Contact us
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